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Police have
suspect in
rape cas~

UCF
Segment
to be
widened

by Tim Ball
NEWS EDITOR

•
Gil Chevez (left), a UCF student, voices concern for
pedestrians and bicyclists
who must cross Alafaya
Trail during the four-laning
of that road. Henry Fuller
(right), of the ~lorida
Department of Transportation listens on.

...

Alafaya project gets· o~
tunately, funding for the interchange is not available at
this time.

by Debbie Dent
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE .

The 1987-88 year will bring the construction of two
additional traffic lanes along
Alafaya Trail and, when the
need arises, the road will be
six-laned and an interchange
built at State Road 50 and
Alafaya Trail.
The Florida Department
of Transportation held a
public hearing Tuesday
night to give interested people the opportunity to express their views concerning
the project.
"The proposed project is
needed to solve existing traffic problems," said engineer
Larry Morrey.

Gil
Chevez,
a
Radio/Television major at
UCF, believes the project
In 1984 . 20,000 cars should include a short term
travelled the road between . solution to the problems
State Road 50 and Universi- that students face every
ty Boulevard daily. The pro- day.
jected number of cars to
travel that distance will inChavez spoke at the hearcrease by 98 percent by the ing and suggested putting in
year 2010 bringing the total a crosswalk for pedestrians
up to 39,500 cars per day, and bikers, a~ well as lowerMorrey said.
ing the speed limit along
The intersection of ,Alafaya Trail to 35 miles per
Alafaya Trail and State hour. Using hand-drawn
Road 50 is now experiencing poster diagrams, Chavez
operational problems caused tried to explain traffic proby the average daily traffic blems and how difficult-it is
flow, Morrey said. Unfor- to cross Alafaya Trail.

Police -at UCF have a
suspect in the investigation of
a rape that occured ·here last
Jeff Glick/The Central Florida Future
month.
"We have what you might
call a good suspect," Lt.
·James DePuy, the investigating officer in the case,
said.
Police narrowed down their
suspicions to one man when
someone recognized an
artist's sketch of the attacker
in a recent issue of. The. Central Florida Future.
''We received several calls
after the picture appeared in
the paper and one of those
lead to the current suspect,"
DePuy said.
The rape caused particuliar
Dr. Daniel C. Holsenbeck,
concern within. the UCF comassociate .vice president of
munity because it occured at
university
relations
3p.m.
represented the university .
Police want to gather more
and the Central Florida evidence before the suspect is
Research Park at the hearapprehended, DePuy said
ing. . He said the project
would be an assett to UCF,
which will have an estimated
26,000 students by the year
2000.

Culture
seminar set
for Tuesday

"The University of Central Florida wants to be and
is part of the reason for the
phenomenal growth in this · · Speakers from several inarea," Holsenbeck said.
dustries, including a speaker
from NASA, will initiat.e a
The hearing, conducted by forum on the problems facing
Florida DOT Project graduates and students ent.erManager Henry Fuller, was ing a world filled with many
aided by aerial photographs cultures. Call Student Affairs
of the project area with the at 275-2821 for more informaneeded land highlighted.
tion.
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Senate meets today

· Twice.the news, same price

The i8th Student Senate holds its ·
first meeting of 1986 today at 3 p.m.
in room 260 of the Engineering
·Building.
· This semester the senate plans to
totally revise the elections statutes in
an effort to prevent occurences like
those that occured in the last spring's
presidential elections.
Also in the works, renovations to
the recreational facilities at Lake
Claire, are tentatively planned.
Activity. and Service fee meetings
will be held to decide how to allocate
portions of every student's tuition for
programming and other activities.

With this issue of The Central
Managing Editor Don Witt.ekind
Florida Future, UCF's campus said, "We're one of the nation's
. newspaper is doing som~thing new.
fastest growing universities and the
Last month the university's Board newspaper needs to accompany that
of Publications unanimously endors- growth.''
.
ed the paper's plans to publish twice a
With the distribution schedule,
week and expand coverage of the some changes have been made in the
UCF community. Each Tuesday and format of the paper. Confetti, the
· Thursday, The Central Florida Future entertainment and features supplewill distribute free
newspapers . men t will be found in every
to campus and eastern Orange Coun- Thursday's iss'ue. Discoveries, the
. ty locations.
·
science and techiiology section will
"It's something we've been wan- appear only on Tue'sdays.
ting to do for a long time," Editor
Mike Rhodes said. ''The students
- CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
here deserve it."

-

Weather

•
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COOL
High 64 Low 32

Add/Drop schedule
Thursday
10 a.m.

Drop

AU

Drop
Addrop

:All
All

10:300.m. Add/Drop Sophomores
2 p.m.
Drop
All
2:30 p.m.
Add/Drop Freshmen
fridoy

1:30 p.m.
2:30 p.m.

Note: Juniors, seniors, -post•bacs and
graduate students- may use Add/Drop
al any of th& above Add/Drop times.

• There's a bargain on
rain, but once this cold
front passes over the
temperature will take a
dip, with chances of a
light freeze over the
weekend. Highs in the
lower 60s and lows in the
30s.

~clip;

Opinim
News
Dorm problems slowly solved. 3

~~~_:..::_~~
Confetti

Conjuring up some witches.

Cla&5ified
Sports
TO ADVERTISE CALL 275-2865

:3
7

8
12
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-wear
within 10 days and we'll
exchange your frames for
another pair
·

Special Discounts ·

Central Florida Staclents.

University of Central Florida students are special to Opti-World.
That's why we offer any student
with a vahd ID 15% off purchases
at Opti-World.

Two Convenient
Locations.
We're convenientjy located at
· 4319 E. Colonial Drive across
One Hour Servicefrom Colonial Promenade,
~
~en7Days.
phone 894-4552 and at
A students time is valuable
Ashby's Square, one mile west
and class schedules are hecof Altamonte Mall, phone
tic. That's why
788-2929. Open
we'reopen7
: Monday-Saturday 10
days a week.
~ a.m.-9 p.m. and Sun.day
In addition,
1~ 1 p.m.-6 p.m. Eye
examinations by
Daniel L. Gunter, O.D.
PA:& Associates.

Orlando's Only 1-ilOur,
1-S- Vision Center.

Only Opti-World offers professional eye examination,
Orlando's largest selection o
frames, a complete contact
lens center; plus an onpremise lab staffed with
skilled technicians. It's all
under one roof so you
can walk in and wcilk out
with new glasses in just
one hour

'
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Universi'y planning new dormitories
Regents' ok needed before construction begins
-by Eddie Gorak
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

•

•

:More
campus
housing

The private sector will include businesses
in the state and construction costs might go .
as high as' $10 ~ion.

While UCF students seek relief from
limited dorm facilities, measures are being
taken by the university to construct new
dorms -On the north side of campus near Lake
Claire.
Because the state and federal governments
have limited funds for Florida's nine state
universities, UCF has appealed to the private
sector in the attempt to liave the dorms built .
"The mon~y was not there for us from the
state government, so we went private. This
will be a very involved lengthy legal
process,'' said. assistant vice president of
business affairs, Dr. Joyce A. Clampitt.
The state Board of Regents must still approve the proposal.

John Goree, who stepped down after the
fall semester as vice president of business affairs and is now serving as a consultant to
UCF President Trevor Colbourn mi the dorm
situation, feels .that final approval from the
BOR will be slow.
"We have picked oµt the contracter, but we
can only recommend who we would like. The
Board of Regents· must now approve our request so we can get started," Goree said_.
Clampitt said that one problem will ·be
presenting a package that will meet the
BOR's requirements. If the boru:d does not
approve UCF's attempt for more dorms, then
the univer~ity will be forced to vie for public
funds through the Legislature.
SEE DORMS.! PAGE 4
Theresa Altomare/Central Florida Future

New apartment-type h9using complex Wm b~ locate(:j near Lake Claire
number increases more space will be made
available for them. Though the majority of
CENTRAL FLORIDA PUTURE
residents in the proposed halls will be
undergraduates, graduate students will also reside
For undergraduates in 1987, finding an apart-_ there.
"These apartments will be one, two and studio
ment while attending UCF may not be as difficult
room apartments," retired vice president of
as it has been in past years. ·
business affairs, Phil Goree said.
Undergraduates are a large group at UCF and
The majority of the apartment styled rooms will
"that big population needs places · to stay," vice be "two bedroom with study areas and kitchen,"
president of student affairs, LeVester Tubbs said. Tubbs said.
As a result, 850 new apartment-type housing units
are being planned for location on Lake Claire.
Tubbs added that the environment for the ocAccording to Tubbs, graduate and married cupants.will be "resident_.hall, apartment style livstudents are few in number at UCF, but as the ing."

T~e

halls will also have "meeting rooms, social
areas and .a main building section," Goree said.

by Veronica Edwards

The apartment rates will be "competitive with
the market apartment," Tubbs said.
The proposal has not been brought to the Board
of Regents yet because of "technicalities," Tubbs
said.
-

There is a possibility that t4~_.J>roposal will be
presented to the board in Mitch, according to
Director of Housing Ghristopher ::Mccay;
Goree said a new road and si · evvalks will be constructed to make the -halls near Lake Claire more
accessible. ·

.Cent~r·

offering help

The campus Wellness
Center, located next to the
Health CeIJ,ter, is now offering
several · programs to help
students meet their goals in
1986.
Both the CHAMP program
(Comprehensive Health
Assessment and Maintenance
Program) and the Travis
.

.

Wellness Inventory are in full
gear and open to all interested
students.
Other upcoming· events include a Weight Watchers program and a Stop Smoking
Clinic.
. To take advantage of any of
these services, stop by the
Wellness Center or call
275-5841.
.

·Students don't know·
about campus actjviti~$.
·by Donna Hatounr
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE

A lack of money and a lack
of student awareness were
.
.
commonly cited as the
As if the sporadic cold spells weren't enough, Mother Nature dec;ided to contribute to reasons for the low number of
everyone's ill health by dropping some water onto the scene. Afterth'ought: Phillips Hall is cultural shows brought to
report~ly still intact.
UCF.
Chris Richardson, a senior

Torrential Tuesday

Lori Farber/Central Florida Futu~e

maJormg in . radio/television,
said: "Considering the
amount of things that go on
at the Bob Carr Performing
Arts Centre, the John Young
Planetarium, and the Orlando
Art museums, things like
that aren't brought here to
the school. Although they
ma'y have discounts for
SEE ARTS, PAGE 5 .
..
-- --·
- - ·~-·-

• UP. AN RUNNING

.,

Barry Kutun, a seventerm Democratic legislator
from Dade County .announced his candidacy for governor yesterday in back-toback press conferences in
Tallahassee, Orlando and
Miami.
The 44-year-old attorney
and businessman . officially
resigned his seat in the
Florida House last month in
preparation for his campaign.

Kutun was first elected to
the House in 1972.
• CRACKING DOWN

Work is scheduled to
begin soon on the installation of . eight automatic
gates at the unmanned
exact-change toll lanes at
the East toll plaza of the
East-West Expressway.
Bill Gwynn, exe~utive
director of the OrlandoOrange County Expressway
Authority, said the Florida

Department of Transportation s.tipulated in the contract that work be done in
off-peak hours and on one
Jane at a time to minimize
traffic delays.
• DEADLINE EXTENDED

To provide more time for
consideration and selection,
the Dr. John T. Washington
Commemorative Awards
. committee has extended the
application deadline to Jan.
30.
.

The annual awards are
presented in memory of the
late UCF sociologist who
contributed much of his life
. to community service.
Persons to be considered
for the awards must show
evidence of service to the
black community through
leadership and humanitarian
efforts.
Applications for the
Washington A wards are
available at the Minority
Student Services office in

ADM 225. Call 275-2716 for
more information.
• EASY REGISTRATION
Students · not seeking a
degree will ffnd it ·easier to
register for classes thanks to
.a new administrative policy.
Call 275-2511 for more information . .
•NEWSLINE

I°f you have a story .idea or
news tip, call the Newsline
at 275-2601.

4,
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another way of getting the
funds that we need," Goree:
·
said.

DORMS
FROM PA~~ 3
·
" If we · get turned - down,
then we will have to request
.bonding from the state. We·
wouldn't be going around the
Board, it would just be

The BOR will review the request at the end of January
and make its final decis'ion in
April. The administration is
hopeful that the dorms will be
. completed in the fall of 1987. ·

.

Pilot makes
writing so exciting.

ATTENTION GREEKS
Don't be left out!!
Get you1 message in the all new GREEK CORNER. ~mprove your communication within
your organization by being a part of_this unique opportunity. To take advantage of this
oufstanding offer just stop by The Central Florida Future Business office and ask for
_Kathy or call x2865.
·""
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~~~~~

AVIS HAS SPECIAL RATES
AND MORE FOR STUDENTS AT .
THE UNIV-ERSITY OF
CENTRAL FLORIDA
When you take to the road, on or off campus, do it with style and savings. Because
Avis has special low student rates on a wide selection of GM and other fine cars.
And, with these rates, there's no charge for mileage. But that's not all.

Ship's Registry: Baha-;;s·

Save 500/o . .
On 8 1-day Cruise!

Rent an Avis car and you'll receive two deck passes, good for 50% off a day-long
cruise to the Bahamas or a one-day "cruise to nowhere." You pay only $49 per
person for meals and port charges. ($39 in Port Canaveral or Tampa.)
The luxurious Scandinavian Sun sails for Freeport/Grand Bahama from.Miami at ·
8:30 AM daily. It returns the same day at 11 PM. "Cruises to nowhere" are
available daily from Port Canaveral or T~mpa. Whichever you choose, there's
dancing, dining, gambling and lots of fun aboard. . ~-···-·: :-.c.:.:.:'"" '..... 0,.~. : :70~,,.., ..._......
Reservations are required, but hurry, this
offer is limited.
For details, call Avis at Orlando
International Airport:

•

1

.. ..,,..

The
Pilot Precise
rolling ball pendte smooth,
sleck!3Y
to get it on paper.

851-7600 .
AWD number:

A/8441101 .

•

It's the pen that writes as fine as it looks. A
tiny ball held by a needle-like collar is the
secret to the com{ort and smoothness you'll
experience. And because of
its ball, the Precise will write j>ILOT]
CriSp~y thrOU~ CarbOnS.
Try either the fme or extra
I'
fine point. Only $1.19 each.

LI

pnec®seTM
1'

So easy.

Avis features GM cars. Pontiac Grand Am.

Cars subject to ava1lab1hty Otter available only at all Avis Orlando Airport locations Cash or Avis.honored charge cards accepted SeaEscape
promouon expires June 30. 1986 Renter musl meet standard Avis cred11. drover and minimum age requirement (19) and present college ID
Refueling service charges . taxes . optional CDW. PAI and PEP are not included

© 1985 Avis Rent A Car System, Inc .. Avis"'

·-

United Parcel Service
Part-Time Positions Available

I

~

I

•
•

U S

Parcel Service· will be
accepting applications ·for
part-time loaders and unloaders.
ex~ellent pay · $8.00 an hour.
Please sign up· for an interview
appointment in the Career Resource
Cent~r. _ ADM Suite 124. UPS is an
equal opportunit}' employer.
Work shifts begin at 4:30 a.m. or
11 :00 p.m., Monday through Friday
workweek. 3 to 5 hours per day.

•

•
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BECAUSE WE TRY HARDER...
DON'T JUST TALK ABOUT US,

~1:::;-\

,

ARTS

ticipation is highly promoted

FROM PAGE 3

°~~:r:~~~·"We're

hoping to
I
..., -i. ' .
do five shows. In January,
•
students, we still have to be we're working with the Black
~
the general public."
Student Union to bring in the
·
~1
·
But, Susan Meta, assistant show, 'The Jackie Robinson
\\~).
program director here said Story.'Castingcallisopento
~
, such programs do exist on all UCF faculty, staff and
campus, although not very students."
ALOMAAVE.
· CAL~
often.
Although White said atten- ·
ce
"We have a committee that dance has grown in the . past
. ~
K-MART ~
decides what the students year, some students aren't
INCLUDES WET CUT • Mon. and Fri. 9 - 6
want to see here. From the aware of the Theatre Depart•
UNIV. BlVD.
AN D BLOW DRY • Sat. 9 -5
different programs we receive ment's program.
LONGER HAIR EXTRA • Tues. - Thurs. 9 -7
from agents, we vote on
Marycarol Soistman, a
whetheritisfeasibleforusto junior majoring in theat:r:e,
get thein for the money they said: 'A lot of stucJ.ents call
iiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.__.......iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii..-I are asking," she said.
and ask ·us where the theatre
Meta said her department is located. They don't even
doesn't have a large budget. know where we're at."
for this, the number of perforThe theatre is situated
mances brought campus is behind the Chemistry
limited.
Building, next to the Com"We recently brought to. .puter Center. Mariy students
UCF the ballet troupe, are _al~<? unaware that they
"Dance Alive," Meta said. can see UCF productions free,
Learn to Skydive
"It was very successful. We whereas the community is
at Sunny Z-Hills
had a large crowd from the charged anywhere from $4 to
· student body and the com- $8 per person for a show.
munity."
"The student picks up a
Plans are being made to . voucher from the Student
Accelerated Free Fall
sponsor an In~ernational Center after showing their
Instruction
Festival this spring. Student student I.D.," White said.
_Government may join with "Then the student should call
Static Line 'Program
different clubs on campus, in to make reservations. The
Tandem Jumping
such· as the Caribbean Club voucher is exchanged for a
and the International ticket and that's it."
Best Facilities in Florida
Students Association.
White said that he would
"It's
stil
·tentative,"
Meta
like
to see more things done in
All Skydives are made on Square Parachutes.
said. "A lot d~pends on the the department for the stuWorlds Best Known Parachute Center
. committee involved and he ef- dent body; however, the
fort that's put into it. Anyone budget limits the number of
Parachute Sales on the field
can join the committee. Peo- productic~ns. ·
For More Info:
ple
with
different
- - Call or Write for our Brochure
backgrounds can bring in
''A low budget hurts all
more ideas and input.''
around," he said. "The UCF
Ideas, are encouraged in Theatre · has the lowest
other areas on campus too. budget compared to all other
Don White of the Theatre university theatre departZephyrhills Parachute Center, P.O. Box 1101, Zephyrhills, Florida 34283, Phone (813)788-5591 •
Department said student par· mens around the state."

TRy US

ARISTO·cRAT
.
$8 HAIRCUT

/
· DESJG.·Ns

6 71-ff A JR .

U.N lv-ERSITY SQU-ARE Next to Jewelry Store)

•

•

•

*

*

*
•

*
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ATTENTION ALL UCF STUDENTS.
INTERNATIONAL CALCULATOR 8c COMPUTER
IS NOW BEATING ANY DISCOUNT PRICE OF

WE WANT YOUR BUSINESS!
Students!

Work Smart.

Work Simply. ..With Hewlett-Packard!
Whether you 're in Science, Engineering, Business, or Finance, your classes are
challenging and loaded with tough prob!ems.
Cut those problems down to size with an H_P calculator. Built-in functions and tirnesaving features like dedicated keys are as close as a single keystroke.
Get your HP calculator today.
F6~ HEWLETT
a:~ PACKARD

.,

5

OUR REGULARLY DISCOUNTED PRICES
$69.00
HP41CV $199.00.
HPllC
104.80
HP41CX
264.00
HP12C
104.80
HP71 B
425.00
HP15C

Calculator & Computer

INTERNATIONAL

2914 Corrine Dr.
Orlando 898-008·1

GET YOUR
January/February
Activities Calendar
in SC 215

January's Movies
17 /19 Heavy Metal
24/26 Fright Night
All Movies Free With ID
Eng. Auditorium--8:30 p.m.

Leisure Classes
Sign Up .Now!
For More Information
Call 275-2611

''
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Take The

-- ----- - . - -----

..

'

ER
D
CHALLENGE! I
TEii/i:-. . .
· i
~

I'

!

----------- ·

What is LEAD Team?

I
I

·LEAD Team is a group of underclassmen getting to know
· UCF and each other, who ·work together to develop the necessary
leadership skills and communications network critical for an
active, involved and enjoyable college education.
·

LEAD Team oo tor vou ..?
It Can Help You...

,

I

*Take Charge of Your Life
*Learn About Yourself and Others
*Participate in a Big Brother·Big Sister
Program for the Freshmen Corning·
Up This Fall
*Find Out About Your Campus ·

-

~

'

'

.
;-----•

I
I
I
I
~

Applications Now Available! .

... at the New Student Government Kiosk .. !
-- --·

~

Applications Due Januclry 24
in SC 198!

-

GENERAL INFO. MEETING JANUARY

,
'

15, 3

THE STUDENT CENTER AUDITORIUM

P.M. IN

•

'

! --------------·---------------------what-can
;

I

*Improve Your Study Skills
*Learn to LEAD Others
*Get You Involved on Campus
*Improve Your Social Life
*Make Some GREAT Friends!

!
I
I

.~
"
'
'

'!

~

•
•

•
•

!.
-

I
'

I' .
'
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·.Opinirn ~!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~~~~-"UcF for Add/Drop charity gains
· momentum~ but song remains the same
UCF students should be rallying around the old
water fountain when they hear about the latest project taken on by the folks behind "USA for Africa."
Their latest charity is "UCF for Add/Drop."
"
While the song has yet to be written, the details
were worked out long ago, when the charity
organization first learned of the horrible conditions
,, students were enduring at the university. Rumor
has it that either Bob Dylan or Dee Snyder has
begun to pen the first few verses, and sources close
to the project told The Central Florida Future that
• it
goes something like this:
(Chorus)
• We are the tired
We are the penniless
We are the ones who spend hundreds of dollars
To stand in line.. .(Sung while waving hands in air)
There comes a time
When we need a helping hand
• Someone who cares enough
To save your place when you have to go the
bathroom
There are people dying
From heat exhaustion
Or cold, from standing in the rain
It's true, they 're dyin' on the sidewalks
·• At UCF... (Sung while strangling student who dared
to cut in line)

The song details real life as a student at UCF. Officials hope to raise millions of dollars to be
squandered away at a later date on something for
which students have absolutely no use (like more
Cushman's, sprinklers or studentp.arking patrols).

Now that Kiosk completed
keep it closed for our sake

Students indeed have a legitamate gripe. The
add/drop system has been a ponderous living
nightmare for students forced to use it, and
nothing has been done to correct the situation. In
fact if anything, it has been aggravated. Aggravated by profe~sors or department chairs who
make giving overrides worse than a trip to the dentist, and aggravated by the lack of needed classes.

The boss man told me to write something funny
so you'd have something to laµgh at while your
standing in the Add/Drop line. But first, he said I
have to put in a plug for the editorial (that's the
thing next . door). This isn't exactly kosher, but
heck, make the man happy and read it. It's his first
attempt at humor in a while and I think it's actually pretty good. Promise you'lj, come back when
· Yes, those who have the ability to change the your through though ...
add/drop process,_know of the situation. But lucky
Critter in Camelot: I accquired a high-level
for them, they don't have to wait in line for
anything at UCF. All they need to do now is decide source in Student Government recently. My beer
whether UCF is an institution of higher learning for drinking buddy Herman L. Cockroach, a former
its students or an institution where they are resident of the Haystacks, decided to join the student senate last week.
employed.
I had my doubts about a bug earning a seat in the
senate. But sure enough, there's nothing in the SG
Editor's note: The staff and management of The constitution that prohibits six-legged creatures
Central Florida Future will not be insulted if you with a taste for beer from holding office.
use this publication to fan your face if it's warm, or
cover your head if it rains, during the add/drop proHerman says his first plan is to introduce a bill
cess. Best of luck/
requiring the Kiosk to be open at convenient hours.
The reason for that, he said, is that you can never
fino an open kiosk when you need one. He wanted
to take his favorite arthropod to a movie Monday
II
but couldn't buy any discount tickets because the
Kiosk was closed.
·

UTHE RETURN OF VIET RUSH

"Come on Herman," I said. "Be real. If the Kiosk ·
was open when people (the same people, by the
way, who paid for it) could use it, then everybody
would be buying those cheap movie tickets.'' The
result is obvious. Soon, with cheap tickets in hand,
we'd all being going out every night and before you
can say "activity and service fee," the entire student body would be on ~academic probation.
Don't listen to Herman, SG. Keep that Kiosk
closed so we won't flunk out of school.
Enthusiastic Empathy: My heart reaches out to
all of you standing in the Add/Drop line. I can imagine ho~ you feel. You've been standing there for
hours watching as the line ahead of you moves at a
velocity comparable to a dormitory elevator.
Funny thing, though. You wait in that line with
such steadfast faith, one would think you were
waiting for the Promised Land or something. Hate
to dissapoint you, but Add/Drop is more like
purgatory. You go through near-death to get there.
But when you arrive you have to worry about overrides, closed classes, and claustrophobia. If (Big if)
you get lucky and someone up there likes you,
you're rewarded with that precious seat in a class ·
you 're going to drop before midterm.

• New basketball
tradition stinks

is a lot gomg at UCF, and it's good
that you have been prudent enough to
see that.
One day UCF will need a daily
paper to call its own, and when it's
time, I know The Central Florida
Future will be there.

Editor:
You probably don't know the
answer, but w:hat is the problem with
our basketball team? They have only
won one game all season. -Is the team
that bad, or is their schedule that
tough? One tradition UCF had, for a
while anyway, was a good basketball
team.
Their schedule says that the
'\ Knights next home game is Jan. 16.
There is nothing I enjoy more than a
good basketball game. I don't expect
UCF to be playing .l ike North
Carolina or Georgetown or anything,
but I like to at least see a g?od game.

The only thing the Knights have done
well all season is lose.
Garth Davis
Engineering

• Paper's move to
bi·weekly good

• Lottery system
not the answer
Editor:

Editor:

I am writing concerning a story
that appeared on the front page of the
It's great to see that our newspaper Jan. 7 issue of The Central .Florida
has finally gone twice-a-week. There · Future titled "Officials ok fall dorm
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lottery."
I was stunned to see that the administration would leave something
so important as whether a student
has a place to live or not up to chance.
Certainly some sort of merit system
could be set up.
Isn't it logical that a student with a
lot of money probably does not need
to live in the dor.ms? A simple financial analisis such as .the one used on
the financial aid forms would probably work to sort out those who really do not need dorm space.
I think that the administration has
made ~ very big mistake this time.
Katherine Ward
Business

Opinions expressed In The Central Florida Future are those of the editor
or writer and not necessarily those of the Board of Publications, university
administration, or Board of Regents. Letta~ to the editor must be typed
and Include the author's signature, major and phone number. Letters are
subject to editing and become the copyrighted property ol the
newspaper. The Central Florida Future Is a free, non-profit twice-weekly
newspaper published during the academic year.
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1959 Bonneville Dr, 1200 sq ft. 2 bdrm. 2 blh. ,
large eat-in kitchen great room and dining nTI
laundry rm, plus 1 car garage and large l~I. '
Rent is $425 per month plus 1 mQnth s~unty
deposit. Call 671-4480 for an appointment.

Typing quollty/r~sonable/ exper. all subj. 1 m1.
UCF. 365-6874 otter 6pm-before .Som

A ABLE TYPING SERVICE
Guaronlef!d 100 Accuracy.
Co~puter Corrected Spelling.

Fox Hunt Lones 2 bdrm 2 both Townhouse 1 ml
from UCF Non-Smoking -female to shore
utilities, bedroom and housekeeping. S165 per•
~nt~ 3§ 1-5656.
-·
One nonsmoking, responsible female roomote
needed for new 3/2 duplex off Deon Rd.
Private both. 5250 covers all. Call Melanie at '
423-0684, Mon- Fri, 9-5

Roomates wanted FoxHunt Lanes 2 bedroom 2
both Laundry rent and utilities <!:hrls 658-1554.

HP- 41CV wlll:l printer card RDR -Moth sless
therm stat PACS ADV math book xtro cords
paper. all manuals exlnt cond S325. Call
8570073 ~ve 8504633am

GOVERNMENT HOMES from Sl (U repair) . Also
delinquent tax property. Coll
805-687-6000 ext GH-4628 for Information.

le~ers.

9015 or 657-9073.

All work

pre~:ired on Word Processors for error free
neatness. We use IBM Dlsplaywrlters and A B
Dick Magno SL word processors. We hove 14
employees for lost service. All work done on
quality printers. not d~t-motrlx. Over night
and some day service available.

Guaronted accurate word processing; term
papers. resumes. etc., fast turnaround S200
page double space, S4.00 single space. 25
cent page print outs, coll Addodota
365-221.1.

CAii 657-0079 or 671-3007.

WORDMASTERS
"THE OVERNIGHT CURE FOR THE TERM PAPER
BLUES."
THE BEST OF RATES·
Quality Work
FREE TITLE PAGE

BULIMIA, ANOREXIA, OVERWEIGHT
Send for the new self-help lapel II may
change your whole Ille forever. Use this tape

Need anything typed? Call Jean at

in private. No fear of detection or exposure.

628-2.608 and she will do II. Reasonable.

Send SlQ.00 plus Sl .00 for postage to
Doneco, Inc. 470 Burnt-Tree Lane Apopka, Fl
32703 Money back if not satisfied, no
' damaged tapes!

TYPING ....... Fost. accurate, and reasonable.
657-9015 or 657-9073.

and REPORT COVER.

678·7037
Female roomate to shore fully furnished condomlnum nonsmoker 225/mo plus 1/2 - - utilities.

College students interested In earning a free
spring break in the Bahamas call campus
tours at (305) 491-5916.

TYPING ACCURATE FAST REASONABLE 657

Term papers. Thesis, Dissertations, R~rch

Whal every young girl should know before .she
weds. Explicit instructions!! Sent In plain brown
wrapper. Send S7.95 to 1DLC Associates. Box
14322 Hartford Ct. 06114 Allow six to eight
weeks for delivery.

Student to' work port time Union Park daycare
center hours rtexible Toddlers World 28.2-9013
8414 E Colonial.

Richards 894-7169.

FAST PROFESSIONAL TYPING

papers, Resumes. and Cover

Typing and secretarial services in my home
reasonable roles pick up deliver)'. coll Ruth

Crisis Pregnancy Center

Is it true' you can buy jeeps for S~ through

Your neighborhood typing service reports,

the U.S. government? Get the facts today!

term papers, letters, resumes designed. Work ...

Coll 1-312-742-1142 ext. 689.

TYPING- WORD PROCESSING: Correct, neat,
satisfaction, assured by experienced professional. 678-0241

Female wanted nice central location 205.00 ·
per month plus 1/2 utilities. Coll 423-9241 ask
for Kim weekdays 7:00 to 4:30.

done on IBM word pro. equip convenlle.nllv'

Free pregnancy test. Confldentlal, individual
counseling. IN WP 1405 W. Fairbanks; One
block west of 17-92. Mon-Sal Call 647-1477.

located on Alafaya Tr. call 282-5838.

We can help you.

ABORTION SERVICES-FREE NITROUS Free
Word Processing and Editing. Professional
writer and former English/Business teacher.
Typing QUALITY; Term papers, Thesis, Doc!.,

pregnancy test, low cost birth control. Morning Atter Trea.tment. Confidential, private.

Reasonable rotes. Coll Jon 855-4077

Woman owned-a special approach l t.o
health care.

Medical. L'egal, Resumes, Ltrs. Notary Service.
Good rates. UCF Empl. 1 mi from campus.
Marti 365-6874.
Duplex 2-bdrm, 2 blh, close to campus,
washer/dryer. celling fans. nice yard. S425 per
month. Call Jeff at 831-0507 or 671-7828.

Typing in my W. Orange county home. 10
years experience Sherry 656-545--

Tot91 Secretarial Services. Term papers.
resumes, reports. etc. Nothing to big or to
small. Fast accurate service at affordable
fees. 657-0705.

I GOVERNMENT JOBS. Sl5,000-S50,000 /yr.
. possible. All occupations. Call

BIRTH CONTROL CENTER 1 blk. south of Colonial off Miiis. 422-0606 or toll free
1-800-432-8517 .
$5 off with this ad.

805-687-6000 ext. 4628 for information.

FOR A GOOD CLASSIFIED AD CALL KATHY AT 275-2865

DRIVE .THE DODGE DAYTONA TURBO-Z
Wed. & Thurs.
January 16 & 17
Behind the Humanities
& Fine Arts Bldg.

OPERATING From
9:00 A.M. · 5:30 P.M.
Bring Student l.D.
and Driver's
License

WIN par.t of
$125,000 in Prizes
and Scholarships

National Collegiate Driving Championship
Hoste-d

~Y

Socie·ty of Automotive Engine.ers

*he Central Florida future
Maitagement Position Available
The Central Florida Future is currently accepting applications
from students for the position of Business Manager.
Dutie~

Directly responsible for financial management of weekly campus newspaper, including advertising, budget
preparation, purchasing, payroll and salespersons.
Responsible to the newspaper's editor-in-chief and serves as a member of the university 's Board of Publications.

Eligibility: Candidates must have a minimum of a 2.0 grade point average, be at least a second semester freshman
and be at least a part-time student. ·
In addition, candidates must show their experience and/or academic achievement in business management.

Application: Applications are available in The Central Florida Future's business office, phone number 275-2865.
Completed applications must be received by 4:30 p.m. Jan. 24 to be considered.

...

TUESDAY JAN. 14
Auction Preview 6 PM
AUCTION 7 PM

QUALITY INN UNIVERSITY
11731 E. Colonial Drive
Highway 50 & Alafaya Trail
ORLANDO

VIDEO
EQUIPMENT

CAR
.STEREOS

CAM ERAS,_TV's,
VIDEO RECORDERS,
COMPUTERS

AM/FM CASSETTE DECKS,
SPEAKERS, GRAPHIC
EQUALIZERS

SATELLITE TV SYSTEMS

Panasoni

ATARI
8SANVO

· ROii

PORTABLE STEREOS,
STEREO FURNITURE, HOUSEWARES,
BLANK TAPES, TELEPHONES, WALK·
MANS, TOOLS, TELEPHONE ANSWERING MACHINES
PLUS HUNDREDS MORE ITEMS!

KENWCQC

Jensen

.SANYO
Val~

to

$40000

All merchandise IS aRAND NEW . and
r ,ur1cc; th!! tollow1nq warranties
1 M.-i11ut;1• :t1irP.r s t;:iclory war1anty
· ? Service ;w<iilahle at m;iny local
w,ir1,1111y ci>nlPrs List ..tvailable at lime of
..,.tlr
·1 ST£.Hf"O l10UIDATORS own warranty
w1lll ,\ TOLL-FREE llUlllbPr to catt and a

,

Ask for Bud Li hf:

·. Everything else
is. just.a light: •n•r_-;:_.

-.... -

. WAYNEDENsc·H , INC.
~

U.C.F. Rep. Robert Gibson,

67~-0661 ·or

851-7100

. ..
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• INTRAMURALS BEGIN

• DISC GOLF TOURNEY

Sign ·up now for Intramural Basketball and
Soccer at Rec Services, room
101.

Friday, Jan. 17, the UCF
Intramural Disc Golf Tournament season tees off with
a two to four person team
scramble event.

Team captain's meetings
are scheduled for Tuesday,
Jan. 14 at 7 p.m. for basketball and Wednesday, Jan. 15
at 4 p.m. for soccer in the
Rec Services building. Individuals wishing to get on a
team are encouraged to signup in advance at RS 101 and
~o attend the team captain's

-

m eeting for their sport.
Also, basketball referees
are needed. Anyone interested must attend a
referee's clinic at 6 p.m.
Thursday, Jan. 16 or at 7
p.m., Tuesday Jan. 21 in RS
117.

.

In this tournament the
team counts only the best
throw of all team members
for each shot. Sign-up at Rec
Services 101 or at the tournament and be ready to play
at 4 p.m. Golf discs can be
checked out from the Rec
Services equipment room.

SPRING INFORMAL
'-\

RusH

,,ee .

ta P•· ·
-7·8'

ii .

KNIGHTS

attack throughout the rest
of the game, and continued
to trail by an average of
In the first ·half, UCF hit
seven to eleven points.
Another high scorer and
11 of their 25 attempts from
member of the all ·tournathe field and went 5 for 5 on
ment team, Tommy Conley,
the line.
added 14 points with an exThe Blazers, 12 for 28 in
the field and 1 for 1 on the · ceptional jump shot from
the wing position. '
line, came out in the second
Roberson was the game's
half looking to capture the
high
scorer with 16 points.
third place trophy.
Also i11 double figures for
Faronte Roberson conthe Knights was guard Pat
tributed almost 50 percent
Crocklin, with 13 points.
of the first half UCF points
UCF stayed in the game
with 12.
and ended up being defeated
The Blazers came out
by the score of 55-46, in an
steaming mad and went for
aggressive match.
ten straight points early in
In the Championship
the second period. James
game, ·Boston College and
Collins attributed six of
Auburn faced off to a well
those points. After only two
matched 91n and gun game.
points in the first half, ColAuburn defeated the Big
lins finished with 11.
East team 89-85 in a close
After the initial burst by
game that could have gone
the Blazers, UCF found it
either way.
· difficult to re~establish their

FROM PAGE 12

CUCCI

ED 125
•

11

Wednesday, Jan. 22
Thursday, Jan. 23

SIGN UP IN STUDENT AFFAIRS
ADM 282
Before Monday, Jan. 20

"My goal is fo build a successful program of the top
FROM PAGE 12
rate wrestlers in the state of
Florida. It's a shame we'll
defini.t ely moved on at the lose wrestlers to out-of-state
end of the season even if the schools."
wrestling team continued
Talented high school
next year. Cucci will only remain if the UCF athletic wrestlers in the state of
department makes a commit- Florida will now only have
ment to building a com- Stetson left at the collegiate
level to wrestle at in the state.
petitive wrestling program.
of
Florida,
Cucci also said that it Stetson, a private school with
would take $40 to 50 thou- a cost of about $10,000 a year,
sand to build a- top-rate does not give out wrestling
wrestling program at UCF . scholarships.

•

BEAT THE CLOCK
MONDAY
8:00 FREE DRINKS
9:00 50¢ DRINKS
lO:QO $1.00 DRINKS
1·2 50¢ DRINKS

TUESDAY
GENTLEMAN'S
NIGHT

WEDNESDAY
LADIES NIGHT

I !

- FRIDAY MIAMI
VICE PARTY ·

FREE ADMISSION FOR LADIES
2 FOR 1 DRINKS
FREE FROZEN STRAWBERRY DAQUIRIES

WATCH THE St;tOW ON
.WtDE SCREEN T.VJ
CONTESTS, PRIZES
& T-SHIRTS .

THURSDAY
SU~PRISE PARTY

SATU RDAY NIGHT ·

ANYTHING GOES

CALL FOR
FREE ADMISSION FOR MEN
DETAILS
BEER BUCKET BONANZA
DRINK LIKE A MAN
U.C.F. STUDENT 1 /2 PRICE ENTRANCE
50¢ DRAFT BEER

THE PARTY NEVER STOPS

. SUPER SUNDAY

PARTY

-

MON. - THURSP WITH l.D.
The First And Only European Video Disco Multiplex
In The State Of Florida

NO COVER
CHAR.GE

OFF THE WALL
4892 S. Orange Blosso111 Tr., Orlando, FL 328019

l

Wrestling out fo.r count
by Scott Broden
CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

The University of Central
Florida· s wrestling program
is gone.
On Dec. 7th, 1985, wrestling coach Pat Cucci read a
memo from athletic director
and head football coach Gene
McDowell to his team. The
memo was informing Cucci
that his team would be terminated at the end of the
season.
Cucci read the memo directly after the wrestling team
competed in the Pembroke
State quad duel meet at Pembroke. North Carolina. The
memo read as follows: .. As
disscussed with you in the
past, please be ~dvised the
ten?tive decision has been
made to discontinue the UCF
wrestling program at the conclusion of the current season.
This early announcement is
being made because it affects
your personal career. and I
also want to provide your
athletes the maximum possible choices relative to their
future. Please see me concerning the phase out process ...
The phase out process, according to Cucci. means
nothing more than how the
program will be terminated.
The program can only be

·The wrestling Knighfs Ugtit
weights held the team back for
the second time thls year as

Augustana of South Dakota
defeqted UCF In o duat meet,

29-17.

In on attempt to tm the void
left by senior Terry Stout, who Is
out for the year with a
dislocated shoulder, the
n!Qhts tried to move junior
ory laychur down a weight

class. When laychur tolled to
oke weight, the Knights once

again had to wrestle a
.freshmen of that spot. Brion
Karcher was pinned at 1:46 into
he match at that 126 cross.

A~am Chrzan/Central Florida Future

This scene will soon be rare, as the Knights wrestling program is
Cucci current.ly is an adsaved if Pat Curci can raise
the funds. Cued said. ''We've junct coach. ThP reason for
this is that he can make mon•
got to raise the money.. as the
money as a part-time coach
athletic program won't support us anymore ...
.a n d s u b s ti tu t e P h ~- s i c: a 1
Education teacher at various
·cucci said that he has talkschools in the Orlando urea
ed to various businesses and
corporations about don,a ting than hp can as a full time
coach at UCF.
mone~· so that the wrestling
Last. vear. when Curci was a
team can remain here at UCF.
The wrestling team current- · full t.in~e coach. the wrestling
team had a budget of$ lH,000.
l~· is aHowed a budget of
$12 ..000 which includes Coach or 6,000 more than this yPar's
team.
Cued· s salary.

~eing

discontinued.

A IL Pr t.hf' last seas<»n. Cued
down an offer to co<u:h
and lPach at a high school for
11111n• mnnev than he is rur·
n•nt l.v making. He said that
last ye.a r the Learn l•xisted for
t lw juniors and seniors that
lwd heen with lhP program
t lw last. t hre(• to four »ears.
( 'ucci said that lw owed u
cnmmit.ment. t.o lhl'lll.
11 owPvt>r. Cucc:i would havP
t unwd

SEE CUCCI. PAGE 11

Knights play well,
still lose game
to F·su, 76·58

Knights .have a
tough Christmas
at Tournament
by Kathy Johnson

by Kathy Johnson

CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

CENTRAL Fl ORIDA HJTURf

Over the holidays the UCF men's basketball
Learn participated in the Red Lobster Classic
basketball tournament held al the Orange County
Civic Center on December 22 and 23. Although the
Knights did not end up with a victory they gained
valuable experience against some of the countrv's
t.op teams.
·
The young Knight team, coached hy Phil Carter.
faced the SEC champion of 1985. Auburn U niversity, in first round action. In front of a crowd of 2500
UCF fell to the Tigers 78-49 .
At the half. it appeared as if the gutsy Knights
may have actually had a chance against the
powerhouse team from Alabama. UCF was down
by a mere four baskets, 34-26. at the close of the
first half.
The Knights shot 50 percent from the field while
the Tigers averaged 54 percent. By playing tough
defense and limiting Auburn's All-American Chuck
Person to only eight baskets, UCF seenwd to have
what it might take to create the upset of the tournament.
However. the Knights came out of the lockeroom
unable to control a devastating attack delivered
from all sides by a championship team.
Overall, the Tigers regained their composure and
$luffed the Knights to receiYe the privilege of advancing to the championship game.
Person was the game high scorer wilh ~I points
while UCF's Pat Crocklin put away 1-t points for
the Knights. Sam Al('xandl r .rnd Tom· !\larini wPn'
both in double fif,run's for tlw Knights with I~ and
13 respectively.
Another cause for the los~ was tlw usual high
amount of turnovers. The Knight:-; gan• tlw hall
away 21 times during the 40 minulP duralion of tlw
game.
In the late game, Boston Coll~ge earned tlw right
to advance to the final gamP by dl:'fealing 1.1 quick

The UCF men's basketball team performed to
par Monday night against Florida State Uniwrsily, losing 76-5R
The Knights came as dose as two points to both
FSU and an overwheJming upset late the st>rnnd
ha1f. Once again, howevt>r. Lhe tired Knights did
not have the steam to kePp the pmssure rolling on
the Seminoles.
FSU eventually pulled their gam~ t.ogetJwr and
rallied off ~~5 points to UC F's 1~)in t.hP second half.
This victory pulled tlw Seminole's back on trnrk to
a .500 record (5-51. and dropped UCF even furt lwr
on the down side lo 1-1 I.
At the completion of the first half the Knights
wen• dearly holding their own, as they trail('(! l hP
SeminolPs b.v only 12 points, ~~3-~ l. The Knights
kPpt their composure and st.artC'd the second half
by scoring 18 of the next ~o points in the gamP.
Then Randy Allen. the game's high scorer with
W points, and teammall' Raleigh Choice col- •
lahorated on 20 points to spark FSU. This run of
points put a UCF victory out of rPach for I he
hoptfol Knights.
'1
High scorers for thP Knights were ' FaronU•
Hohc>rson with I:~. Cummings Jacobs and Ton.\ ·
Marini with 12 Pad1 and Pat Crocklin. who put in •

1

The men's basketball team is 1-12. They Y'ill play
Armstrong State on January 16.
and aggn.• ssi\'t' lPam from \ "aldnsta Stal<• ('ollq.~<'.
Tlw tinal S<'<>r<' of t lw ga11w \ms ~1:1-/0. Hogt·r \.kCn•ady. \·\ 'ho was lhl' t()lll'llllllH'lll '.\J\ ' P. <'<>11 l riln1t<·cl ~~() points to I lw Euglt · \'iC'ton .
Tlw rn•xl l'\-C•ning the· K11igl11~ f;il't ·d \ 'aldn . . tu
St<1I<'. ;.111d likt• tlw night hl'lorc·. l lCT pul up 1111<· (ll
t lwir IH'st fights and fini~·dH·d 1111 t 111• !i1 t :~O
mim1tc•s rd t lw ganw h~:uli1w: II\· I \\"(I po111ts. · 1 1-'.~:1

SEE KNIGHTS. PAGE 11

I I.

Pat Crocklin led th<' Knights in n'bounding with
·l. and Sam A!t•:.;andt•r lwndPd out four assists lo ..
top that rat<.•gory.
lJCF was ouln•l>ounclPd 1>.v a widP margin, :~;, - 1:-.: .
ThP Knights also WPl'l' ()lit shot on t lw court. :1.-, pn· -1.
t'l ' lll to •17 (WITl'llt.

..

..

•

The entertainment and feature supplement of~he Central

Florida Riture

ITCHCRAFT IN
ENTRAL LORIDA
/

BY KRYS FLUKER
PHOTOS BY DONNA LINDSEY

Gary Kleiner looks like any
other Casselberry shop
owner. And, from the outside
at least, his store, Enchanted,
looks like any other
Casselberry shop. However,
very few shops in Casselberry
or anywhere else count magic
herbs, candles, and incense
among their mainstream
stock.
And, unlike other proprietors, Gary Kleiner is a
witch.
Actually, Kleiner practices
a variety of occult arts. Witchcraft, or wicca as he calls it,
is but one of many religions
he follows.
"I mix everything. I'm a
universalist." he said. "People come to me with questions
and I help them in a positive
way to do what they want to
do; through magic, through
prayers,
th r ough
thoughts ... working with different spirits and different
gods.' '
"But everything comes
from God himself. He has

Gary Kleiner

many spirits under him, many
little gods, or angels if you
will. Instead of bothering
Him all the time, there are
specific gods that are over
specific areas of our life that
we go right to."
Kleiner said he views the
Christian religion as o'ne of
many sources of faith, and
uses the Bible, especially the
Psalms, in his work and
teaching.
''Certain psalms are forcertain things. When you read
the psalm, you always say
what you want to happen
aft.erward, and it usually will
happen.' ' Kleiner said.
"Psalms are very, very

strong. They can be used for they aren't sure they can conlove, prosperity, childbearing, trol. "You have to call the
to get somebody out of jail. angels first and once you have
They can also be used to put them in your power, should
somebody in jail. They can be you be brave enough, you can
used to put somebody in the call the demons.'' He said he
hospital. They can be used to never calls demons, but
put somebody underground.'' sometimes encounters them
However, most of the wit- in other people.
"I knew this beautiful girl
ches Kleiner knows aren't interested in putting somebody that had a demon in her. I was
underground. He says that prepared the night I went and
his clientele works, by and saw her ... she was having a
party .. "
·
large, "in the light."
"I had an ankh (an egyptian
"The- majority of people
that come in here are cross with a loop at th~ top)
positive," he said. "I've only on. I pulled it out and said
had four or five satanists 'how do you feel about this?'
come in. I either laugh at She just pulled back and went
them or try to talk them out 'ssssss... ' like in the movies.
"She jus~ freaked," he said.
of what they're doing. Usually they 're pretty uneducated "She was i~ the corner shaking.''
in the occult."
Perilous indeed, for the
Education is one of the
things Kleiner stresses. ''A uninitiated into the rituals of
lot of people buy books on magic. Kleiner said that the
black magic and get into mairi purpose of witchcraft,
satanism," he said. "They for him, is to gain knowledge,
don't know what they 're do- and that he always prays for
before
each
ing, they're not protected. wisdom
That's why they usually end ceremony.
up crazy or hurt themselves . "A lot of people just want
results really fast," he said.
or worse.''
Kleiner says that people "The~e rituals take time ...
shouldn't consult demons longer than most people
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'·....

think.''
Kleiner says that he
believes he was born with a
large amount of knowledge.
''Each lifetime is carried
within our souls. I've done
this many, many times. At 15
I just started to open up- I
was mature enough to understand what I was doing, and it
started to come back to me.''
''I know a lot of things that
I've learned in the
astral... that aren't written on
paper or in books.'~
He said he gets some of his
knowledge from links with
earlier magicians · in past
lives. He is very wellinformed about mysticism in
other cultures, such as the
Celtic witches, the Egyptian
Book of the Dead, the
aforementioned
Necronomicon, and the magicians of Atlantis.
Atlantis?
Yes, Atlantis did exist, he
said. The magicians in that
culture used crystals to focus
their energy. Before the
Atlanteans, there were the
mages of Lemuria, a supSEE WITCH, PAGE 4

z. Confetti. January 9
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Best and bust- holiday 01ov1es of 85
BY JOHN

SCHROEDER

The holidays have passed
but this season's movies are,
for better or for worse, still
here. Now we've had a chance·
to see the movies that we've
all been waiting for, and give
our opinions of the best- or
worst- of Christmas 1985.
Whit.e Nights
A· Russian defector and an
American expatria~ fight for

their escape from the endless
Siberian day known as 'white
night.' Mikhail Baryshnikov
and Gregory Hines star as the
dancers pitt.ed together to
make their way to freedom.
18abella Rossellini also stars
as Hines' wife. The story line
is a trifle weak, but there's
ample compensation in the
dazzling dance sequences.

***
A Chorus Line
The Broadway musical is
brought to the big screen.
Michael Douglas stars under
the direction of Richard Att.enborough in a fair production of the Hamlisch-Kleban
score. Unfortunately, it tries
real hard but often just
doesn't make it.

**
Clue

One of America's favorite
boardgames is now a comedy
whodunit murder mystery.
The producers have supplied
us with three different en-

..

dings to give the audience
variety. It's too bad the story
line doesn't show the same ingenuity. Stars Ti~ Curry,
Martin Mull and Lesley Anne
Warren. ·

**
The Color PUI'ple

Possibly this year's best
movie and a sure bet at the
Oscars. Director Steven
Spielberg has assembled a
first-rate cast, but the shining
star is comedienne Whoopi
Goldberg in her first dramatic
role. Danny Glover also stars.

'.9 1985
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****
Jewel of the Nile

The sequel to the hit movie
Romancing the Stone is now
at the theaters bringing back
Mich~el
Douglas and
Kathleen Turner as the
adventurous Jack and Joan.
Unfortunately, this particular
jewel has lost much of its
sparkle the second -tiine
around.

•

**
Out of Africa
Robert Redford and Meryl
Streep star as an adventurer
and a young baroness who
share romance in the· wilds of
Kenya. Redford is charming
and Streep is her usual incandescent self. Another one
of this season's hopes for the
awards.

****
SEE MOVIES, PAGE 4
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WARNER BROS. INC.

I also will not shirk from my duty to football When Dan Marino and his Dolphins utt.erly destroy those communistic , Bears in
Superbowl XX I want to see the following
commercial: Marino shoves a few coins into a
bleeding refrigerator, removes one Michelob
Light, looks devilishly at a sullen MacMahon
(Bears QB), and says, "Michelob Light for
the winner, you deserve a Pepsi."

PICTURES INDUSTRIES, INC. '

Calendar
• 1MPR!o:SSIONIST SHOW
H1•alisl and impressjonisL painLings from
IK:I0-1!140 are featured in Lhe Amerkan
lkflt•l'Lions exhihilion aL Lh1• Loch Haven Art
CPnt.t>r. Works of such well-known artist as
Mur.v Cassatt. Theodore Hohinson, John
I lt·nr~· Twa1·tman, Childe Hassam. Thomas
!\1orun and Hobert Heri will be on display.
Thl• l•xhihitinn will he open Lo tht• puhlic
t hrnul{h F1•h. I !i .

Ross

Greetings· and salutations, my readers.
Welcome to my "Mind's'Eye." Within these
columns of print we will explore the beautiful,
the ugly, the bizarre, and the stupid things I
think you should know about. We'll tackle
tough social issues like why do those little
green lizards puff out their necks like that?

© 1985 COLUMBIA

Dancers audi.tion for a spot in "the line" in A Chorus Line (top), Danny Glover threatens
Whoopi Goldberg in a The Color, Purple (bottom left), and Mikhail Baryshnikov and Isabella
Rossellini plan a daring escape from the U.S.S.R. in White Nights (bottom right).

The big three: Uncle Bob talks .
about love, women and football
BY BoB

COI,.UMBIA PICTURES INDUSTRIES, INC.

quite the monk·type. ,
Ladies, one does not have to behave and/or
behave like an ape to provide titillating entertainment. I myself have only 42 chest hairs
(semester break was kinda boring, wasn't it?).
If someone gives someone else a rose it is a
sign of affection, not a proposal of marriage.
'I've had women leave skid marks trying to
get away from me (and af~r I went to the
trouble of stealing a beautiful rose from a
Moonie). Ditto for those neat cards with the
out of focus pictures on the front.

So much for the introduction the editor
I decided to put myself in the woman's
want.ed., let's start rockin' the boat.
. I truly believe all the UCF women belong to shoes (a difficult thing for a man to do
an underground movement called W.A.R. because our feet don't function well in heels).
This little acronymn stands for Women The answer, I discover, is that most ladies enAgainst Robert (I would have preferred joy chasing their prospective dates. I guess
Women Against Bob, but W.A.B. sounds too that makes sense, but if the woman is at all
stupid). Aft.er much painful research I still attractive (and most are or could be), what
don't understand. why some otherwise in- kind of man is going to run away? A man
telligent collegiate women react so oddly · with hormone problems, that's what kind. So
if I want a relationship with some lovely lady
when they are mistreated.
I have to ignore her enough to make her
I don't mean they get beaten over the head notice, run away when she chases, then not
with an official Pete Rose bat; they are the treat her too nicely so she won't think I am
brunt of more subtle treatment. They get getting serious.
·
cheated on, stood up, put down, placed in
I think I have it now; how stupid I've been
compromising posit•ons, and then go cra~l
ing back to their "emperors" like Darth The answer is, after all, obvious.
I've got a better solution, let's all stop the
Vader did in one of those Star Wars movies.
Why? Now I have to do one of two things: chase/mistreatment game. The women will be
e~ther appeal to these women's present, albeit
treated like royalty and I'll get to go out with
hidden common sense, or become a Tibetan someone my age without being dumped on. I
monk. I choose the former because I am not wonder if I could handle the strain.

•WELLMAN SHOW
'l'lw llCF Art (iall1•ry presunls Construe·
tion hy Assn«. l'rnfe!<snr of Art Charle~
\\ .. !Iman. Tlw works will ht• on display Jan-.
1;.;11.
•PIANO Rlo:CITAL
St•minoh• Community Collef..'l' will begin
1 lwir s<•t.. ind annulll concert sNil's .Jan. 12 at
:1 p.111 . Thl• first l1oeLurelm:iLal f~Lun•s
pianist Hil'k Hoss. Tht• sl'<'tmd l'Onccrt on
F1·h. ~l will fo<ilun• hoth Hoi<s uncl soprano
Christirw Sch11d1•hl•rg. Til·kl•Ls will h1•
:1n1iluhl1• at thl• d1K1r. Ci.!'rnc•rul Admission is
s Iti und :N fur sl udl'nts.
•utREf'TOR'S t'ORUM
Tlw St'<·ond Annuul I>irt'<'lor·s Forum will
111· pr<'sl'nll'<l nn .Jan. IX from lll·I ~ n1111n h.1·
l hi' rJTT l>rumu A1·ad1·111~-. l>in't·t ors 11J lon1l
t lw:il r!'s. 1·11mnmni1~-. t•<lunrt iunul and prof!'~·
sional. will lllt't'l to l'Xl'hanl{t' philosophit"'polir.1· anti info. ( 'ost is ::;:,. To n·1-.;s11•r l'all
S!lli·i:ltif1.

•FAC"lll.TY

ART
1o;x 11 IB IT
,\n t·xhihitiun h~· th<• art fanrlt .v of \:11h•nda
('11mrnuni1.1· l'nll1·1.•<' will ht• pn.,<<•nlt•tl hy tlw
Ct·nl 1·r <ialh·r.1 al l h<· East rnmpu~ .11111 Ii ·
F1·h. J.J.

•PHO'l'UWtAPllY SHOW

Thirl.een City Hummer. a photography ex·
hihit featuring the work of Bradley Herrnan
will he on disp!ay aL the Maitland Art Cent.er
from ,Jan. I!I - Feh. 16. The exhihiL is a \'isual
rt'nl'<·lion of the l·hanging social landscape
ohs1•rwd hy Berman in his Lravl'is. lo'or more
info <·all n4f>·'llKI.
•AlltBRUSH
WORKSHOP
A Lhnoe·day workshop in hegining airfirush
will ht• offort.'Ci hy t.hc Crealdt• &hool of ArL
.f;111. 2fi·26. Tuition is $19fi. Fnr mon• info call
t:71 -IKHn
•c1o:1tAMICS WORKSHOP
Crt•nldt• will also offer a 1·nnccnlraLl:d
workship in handhuilding. lnsLrm·Linn will
1·m·1•r simple plast.c•r mnlds and slah building
ll't'irniqu<•s. Tuition is $40. For morp info rnll
liil·IKH6.
•LIVING SI<:As OP•:Ns
Jo: l'CO'I' Centn pn•mit•n•s its latest
pal'ilion, Thi• Living Sf-as. with an under·
walt•r rihlKm 1·utLing nirnmuny .Jan. If> at 11
11 . 111 . Thi• pavilion. whi1·h inc·ludt•s a Lank Lhat
is 20:1 fl in diunwll•r and 27 fl'<•( dl'<'P· und
holds 111or1• Lhan 4.000 mari1w animals. Ad·
111i!-.sio11 is indudt'<I in Lh1• rt'h'Ulur tkkt•t pril·t•.
•NEW WAVE CONCI<:ltT
Thi• ('ird1• .Jl'rks. u nutiunal louring hurd·
nin· 111•w wav1• hand. will IK• upp1•arinl{ with
opt•ning huntl Tht• Wulking Clkht•s .Jun. 12 at
Fail h in l'hysi1·s. l><Kirs op1•11 al !l p.rn .
Til-k<•ls art• ::;7 al lh1· dnor or in udvunn· and
will In• Ul'ailahh• al Llw duh on S. Oru11g1•
llJ11,..,..11m Truil or at Murmur 1!1't·ortls on
Edgl'w:1l1 1r l>ri1·1·.
· t"ll~ll'll.Ell llY p .\T

Vt·: l!'l,11'1,
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Kane Gang's soul roots are showing
BY JAYNE Fl{Yt-:

•

•

•

Those with an ear for tasteful white soul will be
deligh.ted with The Kane Gang's first album,
Lowdown. Somehow Paul Woods, Martin Brammer and David Brewis have managed to make
music that can make even the fabulous Hall and
Oates sound forced.
A resemblance to The Style Council is evident on
some tracks, most noticably_the peppy "How Much
Longer" .. and the breezy "Closest Thing To
Heaven .
. The former contains some of the brassy exuberance of the best Style Council tracks, while
sporting an arrangement less fussy and cluttered
than the Council's efforts. This is probably due to
the fact that Woods and Brammer are much better
vocalists than the Council's pasty-faced mealymouthed little brat, Paul Weller.

The latter features
vocals.
.:.:;:;::.,,r~~----~-~,.~~t~l Side Two kicks off with a re~e of an old Staple
some Stevie Wondertype harmonica wheezSingers song, "Respect Yourself." The song
ing, for those who care
features an irresistable "na, na, na-na, na, na" hook
for such decoration.
·and another dose of heady back-up singing.
" Gun Law, " the
The other three tracks on the album are of similar
album's first track, hits
quality, if not as instantly memorable.
The Kane Gang don't let their political leanings
harder and punchier than
anything else on the
mar their music. You won't find any two-bit
record. Drumbeats like
sloganeering here, although the bac~ of the jacket
features an obviously left-wing quote ("Without
rifle shots help to drive
home a message about
organization, a man is a lone individual, without
coming repression.
~--------- the aid of his fellow man, without power or inThe darkest track on the record is the moody fluence, at the mercy of industrialists who seek to
"Printer's Devil." A slow, deliberat.e beat mixes make money from his ·and his family's misery.with vocals one notch above a growl to produce a John L~wis).
chilling effect.
For those with an ear for soul, or a taste for
"Take This Train" sports an authentic Gospel. modern music no matter h9w soulful, Lowdown is a
sound, complete with searing female back-up required purchase.

FOR A GOOD CLASSIFIED AD CALL KATHY AT 275-2865

.•

JOBS! _

'

WORK AND STILL GO TO SCHOOL!
days, evenings, weekends

914's

Kelly Services has openings in
the following skills: SECRETARIES
RECEPTIONISTS, WORD PROCESSORS,
AND LIGHT INDUSTRIAL

STUTTGART MOTORS SHOP
3951 Forsyth Rd. B-31
Winter Park, Florida
Ph. 305·65 7-1604

•Clutch
•Brakes
•Tune-up
•All Repairs

Get hot
tips on
crime
prevention!

IELL~J-~m·

Bugs, Vans,
Rabbit, Sirocco,
Diesels, Audi

SERVICES

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

M/F/H

NOT AN AGENCY, NEVER A FEE

/~

.I ./@--!

Write to:
McGruff"
,
Crime Prevention Coalition
Box 6600

Rockville, Md. 20850

TAKE A BITE OUT OF

Winter Park 678-9909
Maitland
660~2339
S. Orlando 855-5476
Kissimmee 933-0288

~BIME

I
•

Buy one
Pizza ...
Get one
FREEi*

Coupon ·
Valuable

EDGEWOOD
4741 S. Orange Ave.
(Ft. Gatlin Shopping Center>

ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
917 w. 436
(K-mart I Wekiva Square)

. ORLANDO
2401 w. Oak Ridge Rd.
(Apache Plaza)

ORLANDO
Curry Ford & Crystal Lake
(Dover Center)

ORLANDO
6096 E. ~olonial Dr.
<Home Depot Center)

859-0921

862-5099

855-1973

896-0272

282-0210

EAST ORLANDO
734 Goldenrod Rd.
( Pinar Plaza)

CASSELBERRY
1030 E. Semoran Blvd.
(Goodings Plaza)

ORLANDO
6821 W. Colonial Dr.
(Hiawassee Woods Center)

LONGWOOD
172Highway17-92
( 17-92 & 434)

275-3806

339-5020

291-0931

831-3670

========When you make a pizza tlis good,one iust isn't enou;t:========

*BUY AIY Siii llTTll CAISAIS PIZZA AID Gn THI IDENTICAL PIZZA flHI
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'MOVIES
FROM PAGE 2
Spies.Like Us
Dan Aykroyd and Chevy
Chase are paired as newlyrecruited espionage agents involved in international intrigue. An amusing plot and
plenty of laughs- if you appreciate Chase and Ackroyd's
brand of humor.

**

101 Dalmations
The perennial Disney

favorite -has been brought
back for young and old to enjoy. This is much better than
some of the idiocy being passed off as public entertainment. Take the kids, or take a
date.

****
Rocky IV
Rocky Balboa goes to the
Soviet Union to fight yet
another challenger. This one
is hindered by flashbacks to
Rocky's earlier battles, but is
an all around entertaining
{eature with the gut-level
emotional appeal Stallone is

famous for.

***
Santa Claus: The Movie
It's unfortunately n~t very
unusual to combine excellent
actors with terrible scripts.
This movie is a prime example; such talented actors as
Dudley Moore and John
Lithgow languish in a plot
that is, at best, disjointed.
The story line has its ·high
points, most noticably the se·
quences in the "North Pole,"
but that can't redeem this
pathetic effort.

*

tains grow." Eventually, he
· said, their magic became too
great for them to control, and
they destroyed themselves.
"You've got to realize," he
said, "whatever anybody can
imagine and come up with or
write as science fiction, does
exist somewhere.''
"If we thought of it, God
thought of it first."

WITCH
FROM PAGE I
posedly mythical continent in
the Indian Ocean.
"That!s where you get
stories like Conan and Dune, ' '
Kleiner said. ''Sorcerers
would actually ~ake moun-

•

The world is waiting.
Be an exchange student.
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